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Success in the insurance and financial world wasn’t nearly as complex a few generations ago. The standard formula was 
simple: cast a wide net, see as many people - mostly men – as possible in a week’s time and tell them all a proven story that 
got results. Knowledge was available through limited sources so the salesperson was the expert. Quantity was the key; work 
hard enough, see enough people and you’d succeed.

Today’s Market is Different
There are four distinct realities that define today’s consumer market:1

Your prospects are diverse
Today you are selling to every age range, every gender and orientation and every ethnicity. Every one of these different 
groups has their own way of relating and communicating

Your prospects are insular
The ways we communicate and network today through electronic devices and on-line communities means it is harder to 
access people. 

Your prospects are informed 
Financial information is everywhere and easy to find. That means anyone can read about financial products, your company 
and the market. Whether or not what they’ve learned is accurate or complete, your prospects come armed with information.

Your prospects are local
It’s all about location. The niche markets that define your town and region can be very distinctive. That means your practice 
and others can vary a lot in their demographics and market opportunities.

The first step in targeting a part of the market is connecting 
or finding the right tactics. Asking your target market 
directly about how to connect with your brand, messages 
and approaches takes your marketing and prospecting from 
“I hope this works” to “I know this will work.” This guide 
will help you focus your tactics and speed up success. The 
time you spend is made up for with more leads from the 
time you put your plan into action.

overview
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overview

New Opportunities
Niche marketing helps you differentiate yourself and your services, making your firm more attractive to today’s consumer 
than those offering general services to a broader audience. A niche market is defined as a group of potential clients with 
particular needs not specifically being addressed by the majority of service providers. These needs can be based on 
profession, lifestyle, life events or other commonality. Niche marketing provides numerous benefits:

You can find new, lucrative, underserved markets.  
You can reach out to and serve a very select group of people with similar needs. As you work within a particular niche, you 
build an understanding of their needs, challenges and fears. This understanding will help you attract a greater market share 
within your niche.

Your existing markets may hold untapped potential.
You may be invisible to, or out of touch with, opportunities - even ones you target now. Many traditional client acquisition 
approaches in prospecting and marketing may not connect you to the right people in today’s market.

Your current clients may yield more. 
You may be leaving money on the table because your approach with current clients doesn’t resonate with what matters 
to them.

You work smarter, not harder.
Marketing to a smaller, more targeted audience takes you out of the arena of competing with generalist giants who have 
massive advertising budgets. Niche marketers focus their resources on customers they know best and are able to serve 
those customers better because of it.

You increase your credibility. 
Satisfied clients are the best source of highly qualified referrals. Continuing to build your business to better meet the needs of 
your existing clients will help lead to a steady referral stream. 

70% of top financial professionals—
those earning at least $1 million 
annually—focus on a particular niche. 

http://www.cegworldwide.com/resources/expert-team/025-
cwac-jon-powell-elite-financial-advisors-million-dollar-secrets

70%
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What Groups Are You Interested in?
The first step to niche marketing is to determine which population segments, such as professions, life stages or interest 
groups, you could focus on. Ideally, you’ll want to select a segment that you have prior experience with or an established 
network your firm may already have a market that they target. You may discover that you already have a segment of your 
own after you analyze your client base. 

Your community may also offer possibilities for identifying segments. For example, does your community cater to a specific 
industry? Is your community home to any mid- to large-size companies? Does your community have a large association that 
represents a profession, hobby or interest? 

It’s important to keep in mind that the segment must be viable from a credibility and business prospective. You’re looking for 
segments with the size, buying power and interest to be worth your effort. You also must be able to build expertise regarding 
the financial challenges and goals of your chosen segment, as well as be able to establish connections to generate a steady 
stream of referrals. 

What is Meant by Targetable?
A segment is targetable if it can be reached and communicated to in an efficient and cost-effective manner. That means the 
people in it share:

• Communication Modes. Where and how they communicate.

• Networks. How they connect with each other.

• Financial and/or Social Issues.

For example, “professionals” is too broad. It could encompass several segments that do not network or share issues, 
whereas “attorneys” or “physical therapists” are each targetable segments because they fit the above criteria.

Your Top 3 Segments
At this point you need to narrow the segments you’ve identified down to your top three. You can approach this in a number 
of ways, but it mainly comes down to a few factors, namely that this is a segment you were recruited to target, you already 
have a good-sized client base in this segment or it’s just a segment you feel good about. 

This process will allow you to make prospecting 
decisions that are more strategic and focused. The 
process will foster new relationships in parts of the 
market that can help you have additional access to 
significant market opportunities and provide a clearer 
path of success.  Going deep into a target market also 
helps you narrow your focus to the most powerful 
marketing and prospecting tactics, using your time and 
resources more effectively. 

identify your niche
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identify your niche

Your Personal Experience
In what industries have you worked? What are you passionate about or enjoy doing in your spare time? 

 Targetable? Top 3?

1.  ____________________________________________________________   

2.  ____________________________________________________________  

3.  ____________________________________________________________  

Firm Focus
Groups your firm focuses on now or wants to focus on in the future.

 Targetable? Top 3?

1.  ____________________________________________________________   

2.  ____________________________________________________________  

3.  ____________________________________________________________  

Your Clients
Look at groups that you already have a natural market in based on your current clients. Are there any common 
characteristics such as background,  profession or life stages? 

 Targetable? Top 3?

1.  ____________________________________________________________   

2.  ____________________________________________________________  

3.  ____________________________________________________________  

Your Community
Are there any niche possibilities available within your community?

 Targetable? Top 3?

1.  ____________________________________________________________   

2.  ____________________________________________________________  

3.  ____________________________________________________________  
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Research Your Top Three
The next step in identifying your niche is to find out more about your top three groups. You’ll want to identify any changes in 
the demographical and societal make-up of each segment.

Types of Information
Size of the segment: current size and any increases or decreases in the numbers in this population.

Demographic make-up of the segment
Changes of a group’s make-up in any of these areas may create a significant marketing opportunity:

• Gender, For example, 25% more women are employed at the Production Plant then five years ago. 

• Ethnicity. For example, Korean membership at my city’s Bar Association has grown by 75%. 

• Age ranges. For example, millennial business owners have increased by 60% in my community.

• Orientations. For example, membership at my local country club has grown to be predominantly Catholic.

Societal make-up of the segment: Look for aspects of your segment that might impact how you connect with them or 
shape the way you approach them. This could be things such as:

• Financial issues. For example, educators recently ranked outliving their savings as their top concern.

• Lifestyle, culture & values. For example, the local Home Builder’s Association had more volunteers at their annual 
charity event than they’ve had in the last three years combined.

• How they connect and network. For example, Car Dealers in my area all use LinkedIn now as their main form 
of networking.

Information Sources 
You can access numerous resources to help you assess your identified segments’ information, including databases that offer 
demographic information such as

• www.factfinder.census.gov

• www.city-data.com

• www.uschamber.com, 

Or do a search for

• “demographic diversity + segment + location” (For example, female small business owners Los Angeles) 

• “demographic diversity + segment + Impact of changes in communication, networking, economy, values + location” 
(For example, Millennial physicians impact of changes in communication, networking, economy, values Denver)

Evaluate 

Evaluate and rank the demographic changes in all three segments for their ability to create significant market opportunity 
using these criteria:

• This group is large enough to be important to my practice.

• This group wants and can afford my products/services. 

• This group is underserved by me now. 

• This group is a good match for me and my resources. 

Evaluate and rank the societal make-up in all three segments for their ability to significantly impact your business, using 
these criteria:

• I will need to change how I prospect in order to reach this group. 

• I will need to change how I present my value proposition for this group. 

• This group has broad impact for me and is a good match for me and my resources. 

identify your niche
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identify your niche

Market Segment 1:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

Demographic Make-Up Rank

List changes that may create opportunities.  

Societal Make-Up Rank

List changes that may impact prospecting and selling.  

Market Segment 2:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

Demographic Make-Up Rank

List changes that may create opportunities.  

Societal Make-Up Rank

List changes that may impact prospecting and selling.  

 

Market Segment 3:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

Demographic Make-Up Rank

List changes that may create opportunities.  

Societal Make-Up Rank

List changes that may impact prospecting and selling.  
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Prioritize Your Top Three
Now that you have captured smaller, more targetable slices of your unique local market by segment (background, profession 
or life stage) and demographics (gender, ethnicity, age range or orientation) you are ready to pinpoint your most promising 
opportunity.

List your top-ranked market segments and ask these questions about each one:

1: 2: 3:

Is this market segment 
truly lucrative?

Is it large enough to be important to 
your practice?

Does it want and can it afford your 
products/services?

Is it underserved by you now?

Is a good match to you and your 
resources?

Is this market segment 
truly targetable?

Is this a specific demographic?

Does this segment have all of these 
hooks:

• Shares financial issues and/or 
life issues.

• Belongs to the same professional 
or social networks and 
interest groups.

• Uses the same specific financial 
sites or activities to look 
for information.

 
If an opportunity does not fit every criteria you can either:

1. Shape it further –focus on a part of a segment that does have the “hooks”

2. Decide not to use it – recognize it may not make a good ”target”

  Choose your most promising potential market by asking yourself:

• Which one has the strongest fit with you and your resources

• Which one will be productive for you when you prospect effectively 

• If you already know you want to work on this market opportunity first

Top Priority Market: ________________________________________________________________________________

identify your niche
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Your Target Market
Your top priority market is your niche, or your target market. 

Now that you’ve identified you target market, it’s now time to find a targeted 
approach – custom-tailored meeting places, methods and messages for your specific 
group – that sets the stage for prospecting to your market. Targeted approaches are 
not a one-size-fits-all, even for a specific demographic. A good example of this is 
women. The differences between Boomer women and Gen Y women can be vast. 

You want to focus on market opportunities that appear to be the most lucrative 
and realistic for you to pursue. Often this is an extension of a segment 
you already have some familiarity with. You can leverage this with the new 
demographics you uncover. For example, you already sell to many small 
business owners but want to access more older, female small business owners. 

identify your niche
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An Advocate is highly recommended. The Advocate 
enriches your focus group by helping with 
invitations; giving you invaluable information on the 
target; assisting in meeting facilitation (e.g., ensure 
you don’t miss “cues” or important responses) and 
working with you as you build your marketing plan, 
adding perspective and details. 

hold a focus group

People who are actually part of your target market are the ones who can tell you exactly where and how to find people like 
them. They’re the experts on what motivates them. They’re the ones who know what messages really resonate. To ask the 
experts, you can hold a focus group, inviting people from your target market to come to a meeting over lunch or dinner. Your 
focus group needs to be very carefully planned and executed. Doing this right really matters. There are steps that cannot be 
skipped in staging your focus group.

Find an Advocate
An advocate is a must have. Even if you think you have some connection with your target market, this will ensure your focus 
group’s success. Their ability to network, invite people and help you prepare is critical.  

Your advocate will identify and invite people to the focus group for you and be of help at the meeting and after. To fill this role, 
they need to be both:

 • Very connected with the target market group – they are either a member of the target market group or they have great 
contacts/influence in the target market

• A friend or very close business associate of yours who is comfortable connecting you to their network

Test the possibility that they could be a good advocate for you by asking:

• Who do they really know in the target market? If they can reel off 7-9 names immediately then they are connected. 

•  Are they willing to call these people to invite them to a meeting? If they are enthusiastic and answer without hesitation 
then they are a close enough friend/associate to help. 

If you cannot find a strong advocate for this market you may have to choose another where you have a contact/friend who 
will be your advocate. 

12
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hold a focus group

Communicate with Your Advocate
For people who are likely advocates, discuss with them:

• Why you are having a meeting and what will be asked there

• Why you chose them to be your advocate 

• What will they do – their role and activities

To fully prepare your advocate for what you are asking them to do, email them something similar to this sample, either before 
or after your discussion:

Dear (advocate’s name), 

I’ve asked you to be an advocate for me as I look to help meet the financial needs of (enter target 
market). I feel like I can be a good match for working with this group, but I need to know how to get 
connected with them to make sure that I can serve them in a way that best suits their needs. I would 
like to hold a focus group with people who are in this group and I need help to invite them. 

As someone who is connected to this group, I believe you:

• Can help me choose the right people to attend the focus group 

• Have the influence with this group to get the needed number of people to accept 

As my advocate, you are the key bridge between this group and me. I would greatly appreciate 
your help:

• Identifying possible participants 

• Inviting participants 

• Making decisions, like which restaurant or gift is best

While I will facilitate the discussion and ask the questions, I may ask for your help to keep things on 
track. After the focus group meets, I would also welcome your input on how you think the discussion 
went and any insights you have on the data collected. 

If one of your clients meets the criteria for being an 
Advocate (you also have a relationship with them beyond 
being just a client i.e., they are more like a “friend” 
than an “acquaintance”). Be sure not to use a client 
just to make finding an Advocate easier. Consider all 
possibilities for who might be a good fit to help expand 
your thinking and to maximize your market opportunities.

13
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hold a focus group

Lock in Your Date, Location and Menu
Before you send out invitations, lock in the date and choose your location.

Date: Give yourself at least one month. It can take time to get on people’s calendars. You may want to run times/dates by 
your advocate to see what’s best.

Location: Choose a place that’s not business related which will support the idea that it’s not a meeting to sell to 
your invitees.

• A quiet restaurant is best; upscale to show you value them and their time 

• Ask for a private room or meeting place suited for a private conversation  

• If you’re unsure, ask your advocate for suggestions as to what the group would like  

Menu: Identify your options for a pre-set meal

• Appetizers: Having these ready while your group gathers ensures a smooth welcome

• Entrees: Have a set dinner menu served, with options for a main course to offer guests on invitation 

• Wine: Determine if this is appropriate for your group and select whites and reds

• If you’re unsure, ask your advocate for suggestions as to what the group would like

Use this checklist to set up your venue & menu:

  Choose a restaurant the group would like

  
Make sure they have a private room where you can talk as a group, for example, you’re able to close the door, it’s not 
subjected to outside noise and it’s the right size

  Reserve the room at the restaurant

  Choose a menu that has 3 entrée choices, appetizers, desserts and beverages

  When it is clear the date will work out, finalize and re-confirm the date, location and menu with the restaurant

  Send menu choices with an email confirmation to the participants who agreed to come

  When menu choices are secured from attendees, send to the restaurant

  Have name “tent cards” (really big ones) and badges ready to take to restaurant for attendees

  Have gifts ready to set on table or to hand out

  

Go to the meeting a little early and make sure everything is ready including a waiter to take 
drink orders as people arrive and a light snack, such as chips or nuts, on hand as they have a 
drink waiting to be seated. 
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hold a focus group

Build Your List of Potential Invitees
Work with your advocate to build a list of people from the target market to invite. Twenty candidates will translate to 10 – 15 
potential invitees on your list. Plan on about 8 to say yes, of which 5-6 will actually come. Use the chart below to keep track 
of your invitee information.

• Invitees need to be people your advocate knows personally. This personal connection is critical.

• These must not be current clients. You want to ask potential clients.

Invitee Information Status of Outreach

1.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

2.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

3.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

4.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

5.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

6.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

7.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

8.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

9.   Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

10.  Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

11.  Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

12.  Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

13.  Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

14.  Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:

15.  Name:
  Phone:
  e-mail:
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hold a focus group

Make the Invite Personal
One you have 10-15 people on your list to invite, have your advocate call each one to personally invite them to your focus 
group. This is the best way to get people to say yes. Remember: get 8 people to say yes to your invitation to have 5-6 at 
the meeting.

Prep your advocate with talking points, similar to this sample phone script: 

  

I’m calling to invite you to a special focus group, aimed at gathering advice from influential members of 
(your target market). The focus group is being held by (your name and firm name).

I personally know (your name). (He/She) is working to better serve our community’s financial needs 
and (he/she)  asked me to refer a small number of  people who I believe would be a valuable and 
informed addition to this focus group that is being held on this topic at (restaurant name).

I want to help because it is connected to my community. I know from experience that many of our 
community do not get the robust and professional financial planning and support services that 
are needed.

(Your name) also understands this and is reaching out with this focus group to get a greater 
understanding of how to serve the community more effectively.

This is not to sell, nor to ask for referrals; it’s simply a focus group - a small group to get your opinions 
on how to serve you and your financial needs more effectively. Some of the things that will be 
discussed are: 

• What the key issues are

• The best ways get the right services on your radar

• How you want to be (or don’t want to be) treated by financial professionals

I believe it will be useful information to provide to (your name) so (he/she) can not only serve our 
community better, but it will also be a great discussion and networking opportunity for those 
attending – not to mention a good time at (restaurant name).
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hold a focus group

Confirm Acceptance
Send an e-confirmation similar to this sample to those who say yes, asking them for entrée choices.

Subject: (Your firm’s name) Focus Group Confirmation

Dear (Invitee name),

Thank you for agreeing to participate in our focus group. Your opinions, observations and ideas will 
be very valuable in helping us to serve your community more effectively. As a reminder, this is not a 
selling or asking for a referral event. It is a focus group only.  

Here is the information on the meeting:

Date: Day/Date/Year
Time: Beginning and Ending Time
Location: Name of Location
Address: Full Address, including cross streets, landmarks and online map links as necessary

Entrée choices
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3

Please take the time to look over the entrée choices and respond to this e-mail to let us know which 
option you would like. I look forward to seeing you. Again, thank you for taking time from your busy 
schedule. (Advocate’s name) says you are an excellent source of information and I am delighted you 
will be with us. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (phone number).

Cordially,

(Your name and title)
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hold a focus group

Gather Information to Shape Your Content
As you begin to outline the content for your focus group, it’s important to understand your market. This can help shape the 
questions you ask and the information you present.

Use the internet, your advocate and others to find out about your target market’s:

• Financial issues and what products and services they would want 

• Lifestyle, culture and values, for example, causes they believe in, languages spoken, events they go to 

• Methods of communication, where they get financial information, where they network

You want to find places where you could connect with them and identify things you can ask questions about. 

Look again at the societal issues you identified earlier for this group that may impact how you connect with them or shape 
the way you approach them.

Sources for Target Data
Ask others who are connected to or have knowledge of your target market: 

• Home Office colleagues

• Your advocate

Look for websites, articles, blogs and social networking communities with relevant information. Search by typing in all or 
parts of the target (e.g., Gen Y or Gen Y small business owners) and then adding:

• Financial issues

• Getting financial advice

• Insurance/investment issues

• Networks or Associations

• How they communicate

• Magazines, website

• Local charities they support

Review newspapers, magazines, professional journals, newsletters and books. 

The data gathering doesn’t have to take a lot of 
time or be overly formal. You want to know as much 
as possible about your target market’s financial 
issues, preferences and where they network to 
sharpen your questions or messages. 

18
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hold a focus group

Financial issues 
What are their financial issues and needs? What fears and concerns do they have about their finances? Why would they be 
better off financially with you? 

Connection sites 
What associations, networks, organizations and social meeting places do they belong to? What methods of communication 
do they use? Where do they communicate? What financial information sites do they visit?

Lifestyle, culture & values 
Are they involved in certain causes? What are their language preferences? What events they go to? What charities are 
important to them?
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hold a focus group

Create an Agenda
You have limited time at your Forum. To help ensure a smooth discussion, prepare an agenda that outlines the flow and 
timing for each item, making sure to allow enough time to gather the robust tactical data you need. 

This example provides a template of agenda topics and how long you should spend on each. It can also help you outline and 
prepare presentations, handouts and discussion points that you will need during your meeting. If you follow this schedule, 
your forum should last a little over 2 hours.

The following pages will walk you through creating the presentations and handouts mentioned in this agenda.

Thank participants for attending 5 minutes

Introduce yourself, your advocate and your team, if applicable 5 minutes

Ask the Forum guests to introduce themselves 5 minutes
(Suggest a one minute limit per person.)

Outline the meeting’s purpose and agenda  5 minutes
(Be clear that you are not trying to sell or get referrals.)

Group Discussion (Total: 1 hour 35 minutes)
Brand  20 minutes
During this time you will present your company and what products and services you offer. 
You will want to prepare a brief presentation.

• Present Brand presentation 

• Hand out any relevant materials

• Ask your prepared questions about Brand and discuss   

Messages 30 minutes
During this time you will be asking for feedback on what which messages resonate best 
with your target market. You will want to develop a list of messages that you can share with 
your group. You most likely won’t need a visual presentation for this section. Your handout 
will lead the discussion.

• Hand out your Client Message list and have your participants rank their top five 

• Ask your prepared questions about Client Messages and discuss   

• Hand out your Referral Message list  

• Ask your prepared questions about Referral Messages and discuss   

Approaches 45 minutes
During this time you will focus on activities and materials. You can hand out some of your 
materials to obtain feedback from your group. This part should be the longest. Its purpose 
is to get very clear tactics on how to prospect and sell.

• Present Activities and Materials presentation 

• Hand out your materials 

• Ask your prepared questions about Messages and discuss   

Idea Sharing 10 minutes
(Suggest a two minute limit per person.)

During this time you will ask about best tactics to get a quick connection with your target market. 

• Quickly go around the table and ask the group to give you one item/great idea you 
 should focus on with this target.

Thank you 5 minutes
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hold a focus group

Facilitator Do’s and Don’ts
It’s important to remember you are not marketing/prospecting at this meeting; you are “facilitating” the meeting.

Do
Cover all areas. Keep track of what you covered and the time remaining. 

• Repeat important points someone else makes. It validates input and helps others to respond.

• Balance the participation to get each person’s response. Don’t let one person dominate the conversation.

Don’t
• Don’t debate points about their perception of the activity, materials, company, sales office or the financial professional 

career. This is a very common mistake and should be avoided at all costs. This is important to watch out for, even if 
you already serve this target. Keep an open mind.

• Don’t shut someone down. To get deeper into a subject than time allows, ask the person to join you at another time (in 
person or by phone) to get deeper into the subject.

• Don’t dominate the conversation, this isn’t about you. This means asking questions rather than making statements – if 
you find yourself lecturing, stop.

• No matter how tempting, do not try to sell to your participants or ask them or ask for referrals. Keep in mind you 
are looking for tactical information. If they want to discuss using you as an advisor or give you a referral, make a 
later appointment. 
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hold a focus group

Prepare Presentations
Visual presentations can help add value to the overview of your brand and company, as well as to the overview of your 
current marketing approaches. Adding visual aids and examples of materials can help guide your discussion. 

For your Brand discussion, include things like:

• A brief background about your company

• The products and services that you offer 

• The kinds of people, families and businesses you currently work with

For your Approaches discussion, include things like:

• How you usually connect with clients – seminars, lunch & learns, letters, website

• Marketing materials you use to engage with clients: brochures, online tools, videos

Keep these points in mind as you prepare what you will present for each discussion:

• It can be done quickly – plan on a maximum of five minutes. Remember, the longer you talk, the less time you’re giving 
your participants to provide feedback.

• It gives a meaningful overview with a real understanding of the topic.

• It’s interesting - Don’t just drone on. Where possible, use visual aids or stories as well as a description.

• It’s true - Don’t present messages that are not current or representative of reality.

• It’s approved – Ask others, if needed, to agree the presentation is appropriate to showcase.

If you currently have/use Compliance-approved messages, add them to the list so you 
can “test” them with the target. You also want to review the financial or service issues you 
uncovered from target research data. Decide what you could say about you, your product or 
your office (message) that might be attractive (and compliant) based on what they want/need 
based on the issues.

Ask your Marketing support team in the Field or Home Office or other producers who may 
use them now. 

22
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hold a focus group

Brand Presentation 

Topics to present:

Materials to handout:

Talking points:

Approaches Presentation

What you will present:

Materials:

Talking Points:
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Develop your Questions 
You can start with a list of basic questions. As you research your target market, shape or add to them to get more specific 
data. This example shows how you might change or add to the questions (in blue), given research you have conducted on 
your market.

Example Questions 

Target Market: Female attorneys under age 40

Data found while researching target market that will shape questions: 
On the state’s American Bar Association chapter website, discovered that:

• The ABA has a statewide publication (in print and electronically) called “The Word” where a state chapter can endorse 
organizations that provide financial services advice

• They have a Young Lawyers’ Section on their website

• Two state chapters of the National Association of Women Lawyers are active sponsors of and participant in the local 
“Race for the Cure” 

Brand  Questions
1. Where do you go for financial advice? Do you use a professional for financial advice or other places to get financial 

advice? Why? 

2. Are we on your radar? If you see us, are we an unattractive, neutral or attractive alternative?

3. What could we do to get on your radar and/or be seen as more attractive? For example, are there certain publications 
where we should place ads? Would you visit a website? What social media should we use?

4. Do you read The Word? What about the ads? Would you be more likely to do business with a financial professional 
who advertised in The Word? If a financial professional wrote an article for The Word about planning for your 
retirement, would you read that? Would you be more inclined to talk with that company?  

Client Message Questions (hand out your client message list. Ask them to rank the top 5.)
5. Which of the messages that we use for our products and services did you rank the highest? Are there any messages 

not on the list that you would like to hear or see?

Referral Message Questions (hand out your referral message list)
6. What messages would you want to hear in order to feel comfortable referring someone to a financial professional? 

Which of these messages do you like? Others not on the list?

Approach Questions
7. Have you ever been approached for a financial services product or service? Where? What did you like or dislike about 

the approach?

8. What feedback can you give me on my activities and materials?

9. How should I get connected with younger, female attorneys? 
 Where? Do you visit the Young Lawyers’ section on the ABA’s web site? Are you members of the local NAWL 

chapter? Do you attend their annual meeting? Do you ever talk to any of the vendors at the annual meeting? Do you 
participate in the Race for the Cure? Do you talk to any of the sponsors at the Race for the Cure?  

 How? If I hosted a fun, post-event for Race for the Cure and donated $10 for every person who came to my event, 
would you attend it? What would you consider to be a fun post-race event?

Idea Sharing
10. What idea should I focus on? What would most likely get me connected with your group quickly? 
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Questions

Target Market: 

Data found while researching target market that will shape questions: 

Brand  Questions
1. Where do you go for financial advice? Do you use a professional for financial advice or other places to get financial 

advice? Why? 

2. Are we on your radar? If you see us, are we an unattractive, neutral or attractive alternative?

3. What could we do to get on your radar and/or be seen as more attractive? For example, are there certain publications 
where we should place ads? Would you visit a website? What social media should we use?

4.        

Client Message Questions (hand out your client message list. Ask them to rank the top 5.)
5. Which of the messages that we use for our products and services did you rank the highest? Are there any messages 

not on the list that they would like to hear or see?

Referral Message Questions (hand out your referral message list)
6. What messages would you want to hear in order to feel comfortable referring someone to a financial professional? 

Which of these messages do they like? Others not on the list?

Approach Questions
7. Have you ever been approached for a financial services product or service? Where? What did you like or dislike about 

the approach?

8. What feedback can you give me on my activities and materials?

9. How should I get connected with ______________________________? 
 Where? 

 How?

Idea Sharing
10. What idea should I focus on? What would most likely get me connected with your group quickly? 
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Shaping Messages
You can start with a list of basic messages. As you research your target market, shape or add to them to get more specific 
data. This example shows how you might change or add to the messages (in blue), given research you have conducted 
on your market. Add messages that deal with their profession, situation, financial issues or values, for example retirement, 
divorce, small business owner or community support. Also add messages that you use now and want to test, but are not 
on the list. Delete messages that do not seem relevant/you would not use. Re-shape or reword messages to match their 
situation, for example, using attorney rather than client.

Example Client Messages 

Target Market: Female attorneys under age 40

Data found while researching target market that will shape messages: 
A percentage of women attorneys will leave a position (change firms, jobs) or even their legal careers. They still get penalized 
for the “mommy track” and have greater pressure in balancing income needs/life stages. Many will start their own practices; 
there are a growing number of women-controlled small firms on the local level. There is a big issue with today’s economy 
and they worry about it. They join their local Bar Associations, need to do continuing education and many support the Race 
for the Cure.

Rank Messages used when prospecting and selling:

_____  Gives security

_____  Preserves your wealth

_____  Protects you and your family 

_____  Helps you retire 

_____  Mitigates risk 

_____  Assures a secure future 

_____  Protect your business 

_____  Is a smart business decision

_____  Great company to do business with

_____  We are (I am) professional 

_____  We are (I am) experienced

_____  We are (I am) service oriented

_____  We are (I am) ethical

_____  We (I) know your needs as an attorney

_____  We (I) care about you as a person

_____  I work hard for you and so does my company

_____  We work to leverage/stay safe in every economic cycle

_____  We are sponsors of the local Race for the Cure

_____  Specializes in reviewing benefits for attorneys when they change firms or jobs

_____
 Focus on helping professional firms develop their strategic plan for employee benefits, including retirement plans 
for the firm.

_____  We are sponsors of the Young Lawyer’s Section

_____  We are sponsors of the local chapter of the National Association of Women Lawyers
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Client Messages

Target Market: 

Data found while researching target market that will shape messages: 

Rank Messages used when prospecting and selling:

_____  Gives security

_____  Preserves your wealth

_____  Protects you and your family 

_____  Helps you retire 

_____  Mitigates risk 

_____  Assures a secure future 

_____  Protect your business 

_____  Is a smart business decision

_____  Great company to do business with

_____  We are (I am) professional 

_____  We are (I am) experienced

_____  We are (I am) service oriented

_____  We are (I am) ethical

_____  We (I) know your needs as a client

_____  We (I) care about you as a person

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____
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Example Referral Messages 
Again, start with a list of basic messages. This example shows how you might change or add to the messages (in blue), 
given research you have conducted on your market. Use your research to shape or add to them to get more specific data. 
Often, the same research can be used for both sets of messages. This list tends to be shorter, so ranking them is probably 
not necessary.

Target Market: Female attorneys under age 40

Data found while researching target market that will shape messages: 
A percentage of women attorneys will leave a position (change firms, jobs) or even their legal careers. They still get penalized 
for the “mommy track” and have greater pressure in balancing income needs/life stages. Many will start their own practices; 
there are a growing number of women-controlled small firms on the local level. There is a big issue with today’s economy 
and they worry about it. They join their local Bar Associations, need to do continuing education and many support the Race 
for the Cure. 

Messages used or inferred when asking for referrals:

• I have done well by you.

• I will do well by your friends and associates.

• Your friends and associates need a professional like me.

• Your friends and associates are at risk and will appreciate the referral.

• You are helping your friends and associates by introducing me.

• I will not pressure anyone for a sale.

• You know we share the professionalism of our responsibility to our clients.

• I am specializing in attorneys’ financial needs and also understand the unique situation many women attorneys 
face financially.

• I am limiting my practice to my current clients and I will only take new clients who have been referred to me by a 
current client. Who would you want to refer to me?

Once you have completed both of your message worksheets, prepare handouts for your Forum, one that lists your Client 
Messages and one that lists your Referral Messages. Make enough copies of each to distribute to each participant. 

Client Messages Referral Messages
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Referral Messages

Target Market: 

Data found while researching target market that will shape messages: 

Messages used or inferred when asking for referrals:

• I have done well by you.

• I will do well by your friends and associates.

• Your friends and associates need a professional like me.

• Your friends and associates are at risk and will appreciate the referral.

• You are helping your friends and associates by introducing me.

• I will not pressure anyone for a sale.

• 

•

• 
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Hold Your Focus Group
If you are well prepared, your focus group will go smoothly. The key is remembering you are not selling, marketing or 
prospecting, but facilitating and connecting. You are asking them for information, not telling them things. 

Do a final meeting prep to make sure you haven’t missed anything.  

Reconfirm:

• Restaurant  –  reconfirm the time, number of guests and menu

• Attendance – remind participants of the meeting by a phone call or e-mail

Thank you:

• Get a perfect thank you gift. Thanking them with a gift makes the right impression.

The gift should:

• Show you value them. Be upscale in your choice.

• Be both tasteful, attractive and usable to that group 

• Not be a company or corporate gift unless the logo is secondary to the above two criteria. For example, no pens or 
travel mugs with your company name on it.

• Be simply wrapped with their name on it and be placed at each participant’s position at the table when they arrive or 
given as they leave.

Examples of gifts:

• Gift certificate from a local bookstore or book appropriate to the group’s interests or tastes

• Gift certificate for a local spa

• Gift certificate for a local restaurant (perhaps the one you are using for your meeting)

• Small box of handmade chocolates or cookies from a local store

• Locally made barbeque or steak sauce with a basting brush (something unique to the area)

• Small digital picture frame for their desk

• A pair of upscale earphones or ear buds

• Scented candles from an upscale vendor

• Bottle of wine (if alcohol is appropriate to the group)

• Visa gift card

Remember, you can ask your advocate to help choose an appropriate gift.

Plan for note-taking:

• You are facilitating and will need help. Bring another person or ask your advocate to take notes. Creating a form for the 
note-taker that tracks the questions will help capture the data.

• Ask note-taker to put initials of person next to information/insight uniquely provided so you can use it later in a thank 
you or follow up. 

Prep your advocate:

• Go over the meeting including questions, presentations and roles. 

• Advocate role – helping to clarify a comment or ask a follow up question. They should not add to the content - you can 
get their input either before or after the meeting.
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Thank Your Focus Group Participants Immediately
An immediate thank you shows you value their time. In addition: 

• Be personal. Where possible, thank each person for a unique piece of information or insight you found valuable. Refer 
to your meeting notes to help identify this. 

• Ask for more input. Ask the group if they would mind giving more feedback in the future on the tactics they suggested 
as you implement them. For example, having a quick coffee or lunch or a quick phone meeting if you hit obstacles.

Send a special thank you to your Advocate. This person made it possible for you to have the focus group. They can also 
help going forward. You may want to give them a special gift.

Do not market or sell to any participant or ask for referrals unless they have specifically asked you to. Keep your promise. If 
they trust you, the focus group attendees will send you referrals without you asking.

Follow Up
If a participant offered help during the focus group, call them. Be sure to:

• Thank them again for their help

• Not push for more than they can do 

• Follow up and get the help you need 

• Look to network for tactical resources. They may be able to give you a personal introduction to another resource, such 
as the head of an association.

Again, do not ask for referrals! This is for tactical resources, not clients; people who can help you gain access but not direct 
referrals or sales.  

Send a special thank you to your 
Advocate. This person made it possible 
for you to have the focus group. They can 
also help going forward. You may want to 
give them a special gift.

31
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Identify High Priority Items
Review the notes that were taken during your focus group to identify the important information for your marketing plan. It is 
helpful to discuss the focus group conversation with your advocate as well as anyone else who took notes, to get an even 
clearer understanding of the key information.

Capture information in the following areas: 

• Brand  - visibility and attractiveness of you, your company and your products and services.

• Messages - most influential value propositions and referral points. Make sure to look at both the handout results and 
the discussion notes.

• Approach - where best to connect with your target market and what activities and materials would be best to use. 

Identify Tactics
From the information that you gather, find activities, materials and messages that are:

• Specific - not just a concept but can be used in a real action. For example, not just “change the brochure” but what 
are the specific changes needed in verbiage or pictures.

• Important - what the group believed was significant

• Doable - you are comfortable it can be implemented. Make sure you have or can get the expertise, resources and 
support you need to do it.

• Compliant - most likely would pass the compliance criteria. Focusing on tactics you know you will probably not be 
able to use is a waste of time. However, don’t discard a strong tactic if you are not sure. 

Provide a complete description of each tactic that you identify. Even what might appear to be self-explanatory should 
be captured. This is particularly important if the tactic came up in the focus group discussion, but it’s not captured 
anywhere else. 
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Brand
Use this space to capture information that your focus group discussed about your brand - how you, your company and your 
products and services  can become more visible or more attractive, where to get visibility with your target market and what 
is needed to enhance brand. Then refine that information into tactics.

Information

Tactics
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Messages
Use this space to capture information on what your focus group identified as the most attractive messages, how to present 
them and where to use them. Then refine that information into tactics.

Information

Tactics

create your marketing plan
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Approach
Use this space to capture information that the focus group discussed about where to connect with your target market and 
what activities and materials to use. Also identify what materials need to be tweaked and how to tweak them Then refine that 
information into tactics.

Information

Tactics

create your marketing plan
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Choose Your Best Tactics
From the tactics you captured, choose the ones you will focus on. If you have many tactics, choose the most powerful 
tactics; most likely to give you:

• Real access to the target

• Lead generation 

• Sales results quickly and sustainably

• Maximum results for your time, effort and resources 

As you make choices, keep in mind the 3 areas of tactics: 

• Brand - makes you visible and will lead to access 

• Messages – value propositions that will persuade them to seek your services

• Activities/materials  - immediate access (get in front of potential clients right away)

Don’t be too worried about the category of tactic. Some cross areas. Just make sure to capture the most powerful.

create your marketing plan

The plan does not have to be overly 
detailed, but it does have to capture the 
specifics of the activities or materials 
needed to bring results. If you don’t capture 
full details directly after the meeting 
(schedule formal time the next day to do 
so) you will not be able to recall potential 
important/influential elements of a powerful 
action plan. It is also important to capture 
timing and measurement to form a structure 
that gives momentum to the plan.

36
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Choose and capture the most powerful and immediately doable tactics for each tactical area below. 

Brand:  For example, ad placement, public relations stories or charities to support?

Messaging:  For example, the most attractive messages and where and how to use them.

Approach: For example, the places to speak, seminars to hold, people to contact and non-financial events to sponsor.

create your marketing plan
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Create an Action Plan
For each tactic, shape a plan. You will probably evolve and shape the tactics as you use them, but start with a very specific, 
robust action plan.

Action Plan #1

Describe tactic fully (describe specific steps and timing):

Resources needed (prospecting materials, time, money, other’s expertise):

Obstacles & how to deal with them (What will get in the way? How will you deal with any obstacles?):

Getting started (Where will you start?):

Measures (How will you know you are being successful with this tactic?):

create your marketing plan
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create your marketing plan

Action Plan #2

Describe tactic fully (describe specific steps and timing):

Resources needed (prospecting materials, time, money, other’s expertise):

Obstacles & how to deal with them (What will get in the way? How will you deal with any obstacles?):

Getting started (Where will you start?):

Measures (How will you know you are being successful with this tactic?):
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Action Plan #3

Describe tactic fully (describe specific steps and timing):

Resources needed (prospecting materials, time, money, other’s expertise):

Obstacles & how to deal with them (What will get in the way? How will you deal with any obstacles?):

Getting started (Where will you start?):

Measures (How will you know you are being successful with this tactic?):

create your marketing plan
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Action Plan #4

Describe tactic fully (describe specific steps and timing):

Resources needed (prospecting materials, time, money, other’s expertise):

Obstacles & how to deal with them (What will get in the way? How will you deal with any obstacles?):

Getting started (Where will you start?):

Measures (How will you know you are being successful with this tactic?):
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Action Plan #5

Describe tactic fully (describe specific steps and timing):

Resources needed (prospecting materials, time, money, other’s expertise):

Obstacles & how to deal with them (What will get in the way? How will you deal with any obstacles?):

Getting started (Where will you start?):

Measures (How will you know you are being successful with this tactic?):

create your marketing plan
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Action Plan #6

Describe tactic fully (describe specific steps and timing):

Resources needed (prospecting materials, time, money, other’s expertise):

Obstacles & how to deal with them (What will get in the way? How will you deal with any obstacles?):

Getting started (Where will you start?):

Measures (How will you know you are being successful with this tactic?):
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Are You Ready?
Before you start implementing your tactics review your readiness. Great tactics are half of the equation. Your dedication is 
also vital to your success. 

See if you are ready to get going on your action plan. Review the items below and work on any you cannot check as ready.  

  Are you ready? Once your plan has been established, take the time to get all your ducks in a row so that you 
don’t have to stop because a critical factor wasn’t in place, e.g., a needed letter wasn’t sent to Compliance for 
approval yet. 

  Have you communicated plans and expectations? Your plans may involve others. If so, share them; most importantly 
- share your expectations of them. Clarity upfront will eliminate the potential for misunderstandings.

  Are you ready to devote the time needed? Even a brilliant plan can’t go on autopilot and expect great results. Make 
sure you devote the time needed and meet the timelines, e.g., “buddy up” with a manager/co-worker to help you stay 
on task.

  Have you asked for advice or assistance? Don’t hesitate to reach out to others for advice or support if you are having 
challenges or could just use some reassurance - your Manager, a trusted associate or your focus group. 

  Are you prepared to be flexible? If some tactic is new for you, it may take some experience to get a feel for realistic 
timelines, expectations and results. So be flexible; make adjustments as needed and continue on with your efforts.  

  Do you have confidence you can stay the course? Too many times successful initiatives are abandoned because 
they didn’t yield instant results. Have confidence the process created a powerful plan and reap the rewards!

  Have you practiced anything new? You may want to interact with new messages or use a seminar you are unfamiliar 
with. Practice/rehearse anything unfamiliar.

Begin with the tactics that look like the very best ones.

• Look for the prospecting activities that you believe will most quickly get you in front of potential buyers. 

Get started – establish a timeline and benchmarks to help move you ahead. 

Your messages are one of your most influential tactics. Incorporate them into every interaction. 

• Every time you communicate with, talk to and interact with anyone in the market target be sure and use 
these messages. 

• They convey exactly what your target market sees as most persuasive and will connect you most clearly.

implement and monitor your plan
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implement and monitor your plan

Review Your Progress
Review progress on your tactics regularly. This will help you stay disciplined and keep your momentum going.

It is usual to find obstacles or more actions/approaches as you implement your original tactics. Be open to making changes.

After 6 to 8 months, capture your connection with your target market. This will tell you where you are and what you have 
accomplished with your resources. 

For each tactic, after you have started working through it, regularly assess and capture:

Recent Activities & Results. Summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and the results of 
those activities.

Add Next Steps and Tactics. Note any next steps and tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about as 
you implemented a tactic. 

You will need to evolve tactics. Don’t be put off if one or several do not work exactly as planned. Tips to evolving a tactic:

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them. For example, who else can I discuss a lunch 
and learn within the organization I was told to look at? Do I need to strengthen my language more? Should I run this by 
a focus group member? I heard them talking about another association while I was implementing the tactic, I should 
look into that one too.

• If something doesn’t seem to be working ask yourself or your focus group why. Until you know why, you don’t know if 
you need to pursue it harder, change it or drop it. Find additional or other tactics that will overcome the roadblock or 
re-route your plan.

• Detail each step. Continue to think through all of the steps. Don’t let it just wind down; keep pushing. Remember, initial 
connections are the hardest to make. Once you make them and work your tactics successfully you can go on auto 
pilot later on down the line.

As you work on best tactics use the following forms to keep on track. You can fill in the tactic and use the rest of the sheet 
for monitoring that tactic. 

After 6 to 8 months, capture your connection with your 
target market. This will tell you where you are and 
what you have accomplished with your resources.
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Tactic:

Recent Activities & Results: (summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and results.)

Next steps/added tactics: (next steps and specifically any tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about 
as you implemented this one.) 

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them 

• If something doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself why

• Detail any next steps
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implement and monitor your plan

Tactic:

Recent Activities & Results: (summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and results.)

Next steps/added tactics: (next steps and specifically any tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about 
as you implemented this one.) 

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them 

• If something doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself why

• Detail any next steps
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Tactic:

Recent Activities & Results: (summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and results.)

Next steps/added tactics: (next steps and specifically any tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about 
as you implemented this one.) 

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them 

• If something doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself why

• Detail any next steps

implement and monitor your plan
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implement and monitor your plan

Tactic:

Recent Activities & Results: (summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and results.)

Next steps/added tactics: (next steps and specifically any tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about 
as you implemented this one.) 

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them 

• If something doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself why

• Detail any next steps
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Tactic:

Recent Activities & Results: (summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and results.)

Next steps/added tactics: (next steps and specifically any tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about 
as you implemented this one.) 

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them 

• If something doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself why

• Detail any next steps

implement and monitor your plan
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implement and monitor your plan

Tactic:

Recent Activities & Results: (summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and results.)

Next steps/added tactics: (next steps and specifically any tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about 
as you implemented this one.) 

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them 

• If something doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself why

• Detail any next steps
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Tactic:

Recent Activities & Results: (summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and results.)

Next steps/added tactics: (next steps and specifically any tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about 
as you implemented this one.) 

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them 

• If something doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself why

• Detail any next steps

implement and monitor your plan
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Tactic:

Recent Activities & Results: (summarize activities that have taken place since the last review and results.)

Next steps/added tactics: (next steps and specifically any tactics or additional actions you want to pursue that came about 
as you implemented this one.) 

• Look for ways to strengthen or extend tactics as you implement them 

• If something doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself why

• Detail any next steps
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